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In this note we will disuss the energy dependene of partile ratio utuations in heavy ion
ollisions. We study how the inherent multipliity dependene of ratio utuations is reeted in
the exitation funtion of the dynamial utuations. Speially, we will show that the observed
exitation funtion of dynamial K/pi utuations is onsistent with the expeted dependene on
the number of aepted pions and kaons in both the STAR and NA49 experiments.
I. INTRODUCTION
Over the last several years event-by-event utuations of many observables have been studied in relativisti heavy
ion ollisions [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13℄. The measurement of these utuations may reveal separate
event lasses, utuations assoiated with phase-transitions et. (for a reent review see [14℄). The rst measurement
of event-by-event hadron ratio utuations has been arried out by the NA49 ollaboration, whih analyzed the
utuations of the kaon to pion (K/pi) ratio in lead-lead ollisions at a enter of mass energy of
√
s = 17.3 GeV [1℄.
This measurement found surprisingly little utuations, of the order of a few perent, whih ould be explained by a
ombination of Bose-Einstein orrelations together with resonane deays [15, 16℄.
Subsequently, the NA49 ollaboration has measured event-by-event ratio utuations for several values of the enter
of mass energy, ranging from
√
s = 6.3GeV to
√
s = 17.3GeV [3℄. In addition, at the Relativisti Heavy Ion Collider
(RHIC) the STAR, PHENIX, and PHOBOS ollaborations have measured utuations up to enter of mass energies
of
√
s = 200GeV so that exitation funtions of many utuation observables are now available over a wide range of
energies. While most exitation funtions show only little energy dependene, that for the kaon to pion ratio exhibits
a steep inrease towards the lower energies. So far this inrease ould not be reprodued in either thermal model
alulations [17℄ nor with the mirosopi transport model UrQMD [3℄ and thus has sparked quite some interest and
speulations onerning the QCD phase transition [18℄. Another alulation using the HSD event-generator [19℄ an
desribe the general inrease of the utuations towards lower energies but fails to reprodue the very steep rise
exhibited in the NA49 data.
In this note, we will point out that the observable generally used in the disussion of dynamial utuations,
σ2dynamical = σ
2
data − σ2mixed events (1)
has an inherent dependene on the multipliity of partiles that are used in the experimental analysis - these are
the partiles loated within the phase spae domain overed by experimental aeptane with partile identiation
apability. This has some nontrivial onsequenes for exitation funtions extrated with xed target experiments,
suh as NA49, where the aeptane hanges onsiderably with beam energy. Speially, in ase of K/pi - ratio
utuations, the dynamial utuations depend on the inverse of the aepted number of pions and kaons, and sine
their number dereases with beam energy this may lead to non-negligible orretions, as we shall show. Indeed in [7℄ a
signiant entrality dependene of these ratio utuations was found at top RHIC energies, onsistent with an inverse
multipliity saling. In addition for a xed target experiment the atual aeptane hanges with beam energy. Sine
it is the multipliity of the aepted partiles whih determines the utuations, this needs to be taken into aount
if one studies an exitation funtion.
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2It is the purpose of this note to disuss the multipliity dependene of partile ratio utuations and in partiular
those of the kaon-to-pion ratio. After a brief review of the underlying formalism governing utuations of (partile)
ratios, we will disuss several ways to remove the inherent multipliity dependene in the denition of the dynamial
utuations, σ2dynamical, Eq. 1. We then apply them to the utuations of the kaon-to-pion ratio and disuss the
energy dependene of this observable in this ontext.
II. FLUCTUATIONS OF PARTICLE RATIOS
Following [14, 15℄ the utuations of a partile ratio A/B are given to leading order by
σ2 =
〈(
δAB
)2〉
〈
A
B
〉2 =
(〈
δA2
〉
〈A〉2 +
〈
δB2
〉
〈B〉2 − 2
〈δA δB〉
〈A〉 〈B〉
)
+O(δ4) (2)
with the denition
δA = A− 〈A〉
δB = B − 〈B〉
Sine 〈
δA2
〉
=
〈
A2
〉− 〈A〉2〈
δB2
〉
=
〈
B2
〉− 〈B〉2
〈δA δB〉 = 〈AB〉 − 〈A〉 〈B〉
Eq. 2 an also be written as
σ2 =
(〈
A2
〉
〈A〉2 +
〈
B2
〉
〈B〉2 − 2
〈AB〉
〈A〉 〈B〉
)
In absene of any orrelation,
〈
δA2
〉
= 〈A〉 and 〈δB2〉 = 〈B〉, and the saled variane (Eq. 2) redues to
σ2uncorrelated =
(
1
〈A〉 +
1
〈B〉
)
. (3)
The dierene between the saled variane σ2 and the unorrelated saled variane σ2uncorrelated is ommonly referred
to as the dynamial utuations, σ2dynamical,
σ2dynamical = σ
2 − σ2uncorrelated
=
(〈
δA2
〉− 〈A〉
〈A〉2 +
〈
δB2
〉− 〈B〉
〈B〉2 − 2
〈δA δB〉
〈A〉 〈B〉
)
=
(
〈A (A− 1)〉
〈A〉2 +
〈B (B − 1)〉
〈B〉2 − 2
〈AB〉
〈A〉 〈B〉
)
= νdynamical (4)
where νdynamical is the variable usually used by the STAR ollaboration. Obviously in the absene of any orrelations,
σdynamical = 0, by onstrution. Introduing the saled orrelations
CAB ≡ 〈δAδB〉 − δAB 〈A〉√〈A〉 〈B〉 (5)
the dynamial utuations, σ2dynamical, an be written as
σ2dynamical =
(
1
〈A〉CAA +
1
〈B〉CBB −
2√
〈A〉 〈B〉CAB
)
(6)
3We note that the saled orrelations, CAB, typially do not or only weakly depend on the multipliity as we will show
expliitly in the ontext of a resonane gas. Consequently, Eq. 6 already suggests, that a simple saling of σ2dynamical
with number of harged partiles may not be suient. Depending on whih of the saled orrelations dominates,
σ2dynamical may either sale with 1/ 〈A〉, 1/ 〈B〉 or with 1/
√
〈A〉 〈B〉 or some ombination of those. Furthermore, if
the partile abundanes dier onsiderably, say
〈A〉
〈B〉 ≪ 1, as it is the ase for the kaon to pion ratio, the dynamial
utuations will be dominated by the least abundant partile, even if the saled orrelations are of the same magnitude.
This follows diretly from Eq. 6. In this ase a saling with 1/ 〈A〉 should work best.
Finally, quantum statistis gives rise to additional orrelations [15, 20, 21℄
〈
δA2
〉 ≃ 〈A〉
(
1±
〈
n2A
〉
〈nA〉
)
(7)
with
〈
n2A
〉
=
∫
d3p
(2pi)3
[nA(p)]
2
where (+) stands for Bosons and (−) for Fermions and nA(p) dp is the number of partiles of type A in momentum
bin (p, p+ dp). The orretion term due to quantum statistis is typially of the order of a 5 − 10% for systems
of onsideration, resulting in O (1− 2%) eets for the dynamial utuations [15, 20℄. After these general remarks
about utuations of partile ratios and their saling with multipliity let us turn to the spei ase of kaon-to-pion
ratio utuations.
III. MULTIPLICITY SCALING OF K/pi FLUCTUATIONS
Let us now turn to the spei ase of K/pi utuations. In this ase the saled variane, Eq. 2, is given by
σ2K/pi =
〈(
δKpi
)2〉
〈
K
pi
〉2 =
(〈
(δK)2
〉
〈K〉2 +
〈
(δpi)2
〉
〈pi〉2 − 2
〈δK δpi〉
〈K〉 〈pi〉
)
(8)
and the dynamial utuations, Eq. 6, are
σ2dynamical =
(
1
〈K〉CKK +
1
〈pi〉Cpipi −
2√
〈K〉 〈pi〉CKpi
)
Sine K = K+ +K− and pi = pi+ + pi−
〈K〉 = 〈K+ +K−〉
〈pi〉 = 〈pi+ + pi−〉 (9)〈
(δK)2
〉
=
〈
(δK+)
2
〉
+
〈
(δK−)2
〉
+ 2 〈δK+δK−〉 (10)〈
(δpi)2
〉
=
〈
(δpi+)
2
〉
+
〈
(δpi−)2
〉
+ 2 〈δpi+δpi−〉
〈δK δpi〉 = 〈δK+δpi+〉+ 〈δK−δpi+〉+ 〈δK+δpi−〉+ 〈δK−δpi−〉 (11)
so that the saled orrelations, Eq. 5, are given by
CKK =
〈
(δK+)
2
〉
+
〈
(δK−)2
〉
+ 2 〈δK+δK−〉 − 〈K+ +K−〉
〈K+ +K−〉
Cpipi =
〈
(δpi+)
2
〉
+
〈
(δpi−)2
〉
+ 2 〈δpi+δpi−〉 − 〈pi+ + pi−〉
〈pi+ + pi−〉
CKpi =
〈δK+δpi+〉+ 〈δK−δpi+〉+ 〈δK+δpi−〉+ 〈δK−δpi−〉√
〈K+ +K−〉 〈pi+ + pi−〉
(12)
We note, that the diagonal saled orrelations, CKK and Cpipi, also ontain ross-orrelations between the positively
and negatively harged kaons and pions respetively. Therefore, orrelations introdued by resonanes suh as the
4φ-meson and the ρ0-meson will enhane the diagonal saled orrelations and thus the dynamial utuations.
Resonanes deaying into a kaon and a pion, suh as theK∗0 -meson will ontribute to the o-diagonal saled orrelation,
CKpi and will redue the dynamial utuations. This will be dierent if harge spei ratios suh as
δK+
δpi−
are
onsidered. In this ase only resonanes whih deay in either two K+-mesons or two pi−-mesons will ontribute
to the diagonal terms, while the K∗0 -mesons do ontribute to the o-diagonal saled orrelation. Consequently, the
utuations of the harge spei ratio is not neessarily the same as that of the ratio of sums of negative and positive
kaons/pions. This is also seen in the data by the STAR ollaboration [7℄.
It may be instrutive to disuss the above equations in the ontext of a simple model system whih ontains npi±
harged pions and nK± harged kaons as well as nρ0 neutral rho-mesons, nω omega-mesons, nφ phi-mesons, and nK∗0
neutral K∗0 and nK¯∗
0
K¯∗0 -mesons. Via their deay hannels these resonanes will give rise to the various orrelation
terms in Eq. 12. In reality, of ourse, there are many other resonanes ontributing to σ and to the saled orrelations.
The ones hosen here are the lightest and most abundant ones whih lead to orrelations and thus should provide
a rough idea on how the dierent terms ontribute [27℄. A detailed investigation would involve a full study in the
hadron resonane gas model, whih is not the purpose of this paper. In addition to orrelations due to resonanes
there are eets due to quantum statistis [20, 22℄, as already disussed. Here, for simpliity we work with lassial
(Boltzmann) statistis. Noting that the branhing ratio BR (φ→ K+ +K−) ≃ 12 and BR (K∗0 → K+ + pi−) =
BR
(
K¯∗0 → K− + pi+
) ≃ 2
3
the average partile numbers in our simple model are given by
〈K〉 = 〈K+ +K−〉 = nK+ + nK− + nφ +
2
3
(
nK∗
0
+ nK¯∗
0
)
〈pi〉 = 〈pi+ + pi−〉 = npi+ + npi− + 2nρ0 + 2nω +
2
3
(
nK∗
0
+ nK¯∗
0
)
and we obtain the following expression [15℄ for the (o)-varianes in Eq. 11
〈
(δK+)
2
〉
= nK+ +
1
2
nφ +
2
3
nK∗
0〈
(δK−)2
〉
= nK− +
1
2
nφ +
2
3
nK¯∗
0〈
(δpi+)
2
〉
= npi+ + nρ0 + nω +
2
3
nK¯∗
0〈
(δpi−)2
〉
= npi− + nρ0 + nω +
2
3
nK∗
0
〈δK+δK−〉 = 1
2
nφ
〈δpi+δpi−〉 = nρ0 + nω
〈δK+δpi−〉 = 2
3
nK∗
0
〈δK−δpi+〉 = 2
3
nK¯∗
0
leading to (see Eq. 11) 〈
(δK)2
〉
=
〈
δK2+ + δK
2
− + 2 (δK+δK−)
〉
= 〈K〉+ nφ〈
(δpi)2
〉
=
〈
δpi2+ + δpi
2
− + 2 (δpi+δpi−)
〉
= 〈pi〉+ 2 (nρ0 + nω)
〈δK δpi〉 = 2
3
(
nK∗
0
+ nK¯∗
0
)
The orresponding saled orrelations, Eq. 5, are
CKK =
nφ
〈K〉
Cpipi =
2 (nρ0 + nω)
〈pi〉
CKpi =
2
3
nK∗
0
+ nK¯∗
0√
〈K〉 〈pi〉 (13)
We nd, that the saled orrelations in our simple model indeed depend only weakly (if at all) on the multipliity, sine
both the number of resonanes and the number of kaons and pions are expeted to sale roughly with the multipliity
5or volume of the system. In a thermal system at xed temperature they would be onstant. Furthermore, as already
disussed the orrelations introdued via the resonanes aet all three saled orrelations. While the K∗0 -mesons
ontrol the o-diagonal orrelation term, 〈δK δpi〉, both the φ-meson and the ρ0 and ω ontribute to the diagonal
parts. The former redue the dynamial utuations while the latter inrease them. Putting everything together, the
saled variane, Eq. 2, is given by
σ2K/pi =

〈K〉+ 2nφ
〈K〉2 +
〈pi〉+ 2 (nρ0 + nω)
〈pi〉2 − 2
2
3
(
nK∗
0
+ nK¯∗
0
)
〈K〉 〈pi〉


leading to
σ2dynamical =

 nφ
〈K〉2 +
2 (nρ0 + nω)
〈pi〉2 − 2
2
3
(
nK∗
0
+ nK¯∗
0
)
〈K〉 〈pi〉

 .
or in terms of the saled orrelations
σ2dynamical =
(
1
〈K〉CKK +
1
〈pi〉Cpipi −
2√
〈K〉 〈pi〉 CKpi
)
(14)
Evaluating saled orrelations for our simple model, Eq. 13, for a temperature of T = 170MeV and vanishing hemial
potential, we get
CKK = 0.1
Cpipi = 0.36
CKpi = 0.13
Obviously, in our simple model all the saled orrelations are of the same order of magnitude. In addition, adding
more resonanes will likely redue Cpipi as there are many resonanes deaying into only one pion, whih add to the
denominator, 〈pi〉, but not the numerator of Cpipi. While it would be worthwhile to study these saled orrelation
oeients in a full hadron gas model, here instead we want to onentrate on simple phenomenologial saling rules,
with a speial emphasis on the eet of a varying aeptane.
IV. PHENOMENOLOGICAL SCALING
In this setion we want to disuss several ways to sale out the multipliity dependene of the dynamial utuations.
Of ourse, if all the relevant saled orrelations are known and if they, as we argued, depend only weakly on the
multipliity and beam energy, the appropriate saling is simply given by Eq. 14. This is equivalent to having full
understanding of all the soures for the utuations in whih ase this disussion is mute. In general, however, we do
not have a full understanding of all the soures ontributing to the utuations. In this ase the multipliity/energy
dependene may provide additional information suh as signals for a possible phase transition et. In order to extrat
this information, one needs to understand trivial dependenies on the multipliity, as exhibited e.g. in Eq. 14.
In the following we will disuss several trivial saling presriptions whih we believe should be applied before
onlusions about new phenomena an be drawn. We will fous on the rather interesting energy dependene of the
K/pi-utuations, referring to [7℄ for a disussion on the entrality dependene. In addition to applying appropriate
saling presriptions to the dynamial utuations, it is essential to realize that the multipliities whih ontrol the
utuations, suh as 〈K〉 and 〈pi〉 are that of the identied partiles and not the extrapolated total multipliities or
mid-rapidity multipliities. This is espeially important when studying the energy dependene of xed target data,
as the aeptane varies with beam energy. We will disuss this point in detail below after we have introdued the
various saling presriptions.
A. Multipliity Saling Presriptions
As suggested in [15℄, one way to avoid any saling of the dynamial utuations with the number of aepted
partiles would be to take the ratio of the measured saled variane σ2 over that of mixed events σ2mixed,
f ≡ σ
2
σ2mixed
,
6instead of the dierene as it is done in the denition of σ2dynamical, Eq. 1. This, however, has the disadvantage, that
orrelations and utuations due to the the detetor do not anel out. In order to remove the multipliity dependene
in the same fashion, one an simply divide the dynamial utuations, σ2dynamical, by that of unorrelated partiles,
σ2uncorrelated, Eq. 3, evaluated for the same number of partiles.
fPoisson ≡
σ2dynamical
σ2uncorrelated
. (15)
with
σ2uncorrelated =
1
〈K〉 +
1
〈pi〉
for the ase at hand. This saling we will subsequently denote as Poisson saling, as we sale with the saled variane
of a Poisson distribution based on the observed multipliities. The advantage of this saling is that it is unbiased in
the sense that one does not need to make any assumptions about the relative magnitude of the saled orrelations.
Another unbiased saling would be to sale with the number of partiles involved, i.e. Np = 〈K〉+ 〈pi〉. This is similar
in spirit of [7℄ where a saling with the number of harged partiles was studied. We shall heneforth refer to this as
partile number saling,
fParticleNumber = (〈K〉+ 〈pi〉)σ2dynamical (16)
Finally the expression for σ2dynamical in terms of the saled orrelations, Eq. 14, suggests the saling with the kaon or
pion number or with the geometri mean of both, depending on whih of the saled orrelations dominates.
fKaonNumber = 〈K〉σ2dynamical
fPionNumber = 〈pi〉 σ2dynamical
fgeometric =
√
〈K〉 〈pi〉σ2dynamical
Sine the number of kaons is muh smaller than the number of pions, at least for the lower energies the kaon-number
saling is similar to the Poisson saling,
σ2uncorrelated =
1
〈K〉 +
1
〈pi〉 =
〈K〉+ 〈pi〉
〈K〉 〈pi〉 ≃
1
〈K〉 ,
for 〈K〉 ≪ 〈pi〉. Alternatively the above saling relations allow to relate the dynamial utuations at a given enter
of mass energy with those at another energy. Speially, given the dynamial utuations at top RHIC energies,√
s = 200GeV, the dynamial utuations at any other enter of mass energy is given by
• Poisson saling:
σdynamical
(√
s
)
= σdynamical (200GeV)
√
1
〈K〉 +
1
〈pi〉 |√s√
1
〈K〉 +
1
〈pi〉 |200GeV
(17)
• Partile Number saling
σdynamical
(√
s
)
= σdynamical (200GeV)
√
〈K〉+ 〈pi〉|200GeV√
〈K〉+ 〈pi〉|√s
(18)
• NK-saling:
σdynamical
(√
s
)
= σdynamical (200GeV)
√
〈K〉|200GeV√
〈K〉|√s
(19)
• Npi-saling:
σdynamical
(√
s
)
= σdynamical (200GeV)
√〈pi〉|200GeV√
〈pi〉|√s
(20)
7• Geometri Saling:
σdynamical
(√
s
)
= σdynamical (200GeV)
(〈K〉 〈pi〉)1/4 |200GeV
(〈K〉 〈pi〉)1/4 |√s
(21)
The resulting saled dynamial utuations are shown in Fig. 1 where we nd that the energy dependene of σ
K/pi
dynamical
is reasonably reprodued by any of the saling rules disussed above. The values for the multipliities of identied
partiles taken from [3, 7℄ as well as the result for the resaled utuations aording to Eqs. (17-21). The essential
point for the suess of these saling rules is that we have used the number of identied kaons and pions for the
mean values, 〈K〉 and 〈pi〉, entering the saling formulae, Eqs. 17-21. This leads to an additional energy dependene
espeially for the NA49 data. Sine NA49 is a xed target experiment, the atual aeptane and thus the fration of
identied partiles of the total number of partiles may vary onsiderably with the beam energy. This is illustrated
in Fig. 2, where we applied the same saling formulae, Eqs. 17-21, but used the mid-rapidity yields,
dN
dy (y = 0) for
the respetive mean partile numbers, 〈K〉 and 〈pi〉 [23, 24, 25℄. Obviously the energy dependene is not reprodued,
espeially for the highest SPS energies,
√
s = 12.3 and 17.3GeV.
10 100
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5
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σ
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na
m
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N
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Figure 1: Dierent saling senarios, Eqs. 17-21 based on the
√
s = 200GeV data from STAR
Looking more losely at Fig. 1, we see that the STAR data at
√
s = 62.4GeV, whih have a rather small error-bar
are not well reprodued. Instead of arguing for new physis in this energy regime, we note that in Ref. [7℄ the two
most entral values for σdynamical at this energy do not agree very well with the systematis developed by the STAR
ollaboration either. As already disussed in setion II, sine 〈K〉 / 〈pi〉 ≪ 1 the dynamial utuations are dominated
by the kaons. Therefore, the kaon-number or Poisson saling should work better than pion-number or partile number
saling. This is indeed the ase.
One may be tempted to use the quality of agreement of the various saling presriptions to draw onlusions about
the importane of the various ontributions to the dynamial utuations. Given the experimental error-bars and
the quality of agreement of the various saling rules the value of suh an exerise is not obvious. At least, a global
t based on the various saling presriptions needs to be arried out before any more detailed onlusions about the
strength of the various ontributions an be drawn.
Finally let us omment on the fat that alulations based on the UrQMD model do not reprodue the rise of
the dynamial utuations as observed by NA49, although the NA49 aeptane has been applied [3℄. First of all,
while UrQMD seems to do reasonably well for mid-rapidity abundanes, it is not lear if UrQMD does reprodue the
orret multipliity of identied partiles within the aeptane, espeially at small enter of mass energies. Seond,
it is not at all obvious, if UrQMD ontains indeed all the relevant soures for utuations and orrelations. For
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Figure 2: Saling with
dN
dy
(y = 0) instead of the atual number of identied partiles ontributing to σdynamical. Otherwise
same saling formulae are used as in Fig. 1.
instane quantum statistis is not taken into aount. The fat that the above saling relations are able to onnet
the dynamial utuations over a wide range of beam energies does not say anything about the nature and origin of
these utuations exept that they seem to be the same at all energies. While this onsiderably weakens the argument
for the K/pi-utuations being a signature for the QCD ritial point, the disagreement with UrQMD may very well
point to a yet to be disovered new soure for utuations/orrelations. This however, requires that all trivial
soures, suh as e.g. quantum statistis, are systematially taken into aount.
Finally, let us onlude this setion by proposing an observable, whih should, to leading order, be independent of
the multipliity. As already disussed at the beginning of this setion, the ratio
f ≡ σ
2
σ2mixed
proposed in [15℄ has the disadvantage that orrelations and utuations due to the detetor do not anel out. We,
therefore, propose to study instead the ratio, Eq. 15
fPoisson ≡
σ2dynamical
σ2uncorrelated
or equivalently fPoisson+1, whih has the same limit as f in the absene of orrelations. In Fig. 3 we show fPoisson+1
for both the K/pi utuations as well as for the p/pi-utuations, whih have been measured by NA49 as well. We
see a rather weak energy dependene of the K/pi-utuations, whereas the p/pi-utuations exhibit a variation with
energy. We note, however, that the energy dependene of the p/pi-utuations in the saled variable is opposite to
that in σ2dynamical. While σ
2
dynamical dereases with energy, the magnitude of fPoisson inreases, suggesting in inrease
of the the strength of the orrelations with energy, whih seems to level o at top SPS energies. This suggests that
the orrelations, mostly due to baryon resonanes, inrease with energy up to
√
s ≃ 15GeV. Using the hemial
freeze-out parameters of Ref. [26℄ and assuming that only the delta resonane ontributes to the saled orrelation
oeient Cppi we nd indeed an inrease of the orrelations from AGS up to SPS energies.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this artile we have reviewed the multipliity dependene of partile ratio utuations. We have provided
several saling presriptions whih orret for the inherent dependene of the dynamial utuations σ2dynamical on
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Figure 3: The resaled utuations fPoisson + 1 for K/pi (blak) and p/pi-utuations (red).
√
s[GeV℄ 〈pi〉ident. 〈K〉ident. σdyn.[%] Geom. saling NK -saling Npi-saling Poisson-saling Part. Num. saling fPoisson(%)
6.27 30.9 5.7 7.89 10.05 7.15 14.11 7.61 13.27 3.0
7.63 66.6 10.2 6.90 7.17 5.35 9.60 5.61 9.15 4.2
8.77 103.3 15.0 5.47 5.83 4.41 7.71 4.61 7.37 3.9
12.3 227.6 31.2 3.70 3.99 3.05 5.19 3.18 4.98 3.8
17.3 416.6 54.2 3.17 2.99 2.32 3.84 2.41 3.69 4.8
19.6 227.6 10.7 4.04 5.21 5.21 5.19 5.21 5.19 1.7
62.4 319.2 14.5 3.61 4.44 4.48 4.38 4.48 4.39 1.8
130 351.9 14.4 3.78 4.34 4.51 4.18 4.49 4.19 2.0
200 432.6 20.6 3.77 3.77 3.77 3.77 3.77 3.77 2.8
Table I: Table of the results for the various saling senarios Eqs. (17-21) using the STAR data at
√
s = 200GeV as referene.
The data for identied multipliities, 〈pi〉
ident.
and 〈K〉
ident.
, are from [3, 7℄.
the number of identied partiles. We have demonstrated that these saling rules naturally reprodue the trend seen
in the energy dependene of the kaon-to-pion utuations. Consequently any interpretation of the rise of σ
K/pi
dynamical
towards lower energies in the ontext of a possible QCD ritial point, needs to aount for the trivial eet due
to the multipliity dependene. We propose that future studies of energy and / or multipliity dependenies should
orret for the trivial multipliity dependenies inherent in σdynamical. In our view, the simplest and least biased
saling is the Poisson saling, fPoisson, whih ould serve as a benhmark. Of ourse a more omplete analysis of the
energy dependene would inlude a thorough global t of the available data, whih we have not arried out in this
paper.
We have further applied the saling to the p/pi-utuations measured by the NA49 ollaboration. We nd that the
properly saled observable still exhibits a strong energy dependene, whih, however, is opposite to the unsaled one.
In this ontext it would be interesting to inlude the STAR data, whih unfortunately are not available in a nal
version yet.
Finally we point out that any multipliity saling needs to be based on the mean multipliity of the atual identied
partiles used for the utuation measurement instead of an extrapolated multipliity suh as dN/dy.
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